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Since 2001, Solar One has provided free unique initiatives 
in education, green arts, outreach and advocacy programs 
reaching over 25,000 people each year. The project is an ex-
pansion of Solar One. Solar 2 Green Energy, Arts and Educa-
tion Center (S2) will become a landmark and important 
symbol of New York’s commitment to energy independence 
and environmental sustainability. S2 has been recognized 
by the City of New York as one of 14 initiatives in its long-
term sustainability PlaNYC 2030. 

A Platinum LEED certifi ed net-zero energy use facility, S2 
will be the fi rst carbon-neutral building in New York, creat-
ing all the energy it uses. The 100% electric energy building, 
13,000ft2 (8,000 internal; 5,000 external), or 1,200m2 is de-
signed as a teaching tool uniquely dedicated to provide peo-
ple of all ages with practical knowledge and resources to 
attain a more environmentally-sound, sustainable future. 

S2 redevelops a “brownfi eld” site, and brings life to a degra-
ded space with creative use of industrial waterfront. S2 will 
demonstrate the uses of the sun, vegetation and water for 
heating, cooling, power and lighting, reminding visitors of 
the complex relationships between natural forces and urban 
systems and how important our every day choices impact 
upon the environment. 

Sophisticated wastewater treatment, passive solar, season 
shading through vegetation, building-integrated photovol-
taic roof along with 24 geo-exchange wells will be employed. 
Materials of the highest environmental class will be speci-
fi ed, assessed for durability, embodied energy content, scar-
city, recycled content, rapidly renewable content, source and 
manufacturing location, toxicity and pollution generation. 
Ecological productivity and biodiversity will be increased 
on-site. Information on the impact that S2 is having in New 
York as well as monitoring information from the river and 
wetlands exhibits will be available. Programs will focus on 
water ecology of New York’s estuaries and renewable energy 
sources and conservation. 

To keep visitors informed about the latest technologies, S2 
will incorporate interactive displays that are fl exible and al-
low for constant updates to information and presentations 
by rotating and changing exhibits. Every green element will 
be an exhibit in itself with detailed explanations of materi-
als, manufacture, and the contribution made to making the 
building carbon neutral and how this impacts daily lives. Ed-
ucational programs will continue to reach people of all ages 
with free school programs, as well as talks and seminars for 
the public. Culturally-diverse, free art, music and dance per-
formances will continue and be solar powered. Over 50% 
fi nancing has been acquired with fi nancial backing from 
local, state and federal government. S2 will have a relatively 
small budget of USD 12 million, inclusive of construction 
costs, to accomplish its goals.

Quantum change and transferability
Solar 2 will continue free award-winning enrichment pro-
grams and estuary classes for K-12; green design lab and 
green innovator courses for teenagers/young adults in in-
novation through sustainable design/manufacturing; and 
green renter series for residents. An eco-apartment will give 
visitors ideas/resources to “live greener”. Outreach through 
family days and events will continue to inform about chal-
lenges and solutions.

Ethical standards and social equity
Free outdoor programs reach all population levels with spe-
cial outreach to those at-risk and low-income. S2 is on a 
“brownfi eld” site to be remediated before construction di-
rectly impacting the area. S2 provides a dynamic commu-
nity space including a wetlands exhibit with river monitors 
reconnecting residents to the natural environment. Strict 
ethical principles and transparent practices will be followed.

Ecological quality and energy conservation
85kWh photovoltaic roof will meet 100% of the building’s 
electrical demand. Vegetative green roof/green screen re-
duce heating/cooling loads, combating urban heat effect. 
CO2 sensors control outdoor air levels, track occupancies, 
adjust ventilation. Natural ventilation optimized by wind-
induced, stack-driven ventilation. Roof monitors draw stack 
induced ventilation air from building. Operable windows 
have green and red light and integrated system to inform 
occupants when to use natural ventilation. Water retention, 
treatment includes rainwater collection into storage tanks, 
treated and used for site irrigation, low fl ush/waterless uri-
nals toilet fl ushing and made-up water to mechanical sys-
tems. Elevator is 50% more effi cient than conventional ones. 
Vertical window glazing on lower level provides natural light 
approximately 80% of peak hours.

Economic performance and compatibility
S2 expects to take advantage of a tax structured transaction 
that will generate funds for construction by permitting in-
vestor(s) to gain tax credits and deductions as well as state 
and federal incentives associated with renewable technolo-
gies. Professional education programs and exhibit entry fees, 
ground rent from café and gift shop, and events facility rent-
als will generate operating revenue.

Contextual and aesthetic impact
In a sea of fuel consumption, surrounded by a power plant, 
street/overhead highways and the busiest gas station in Man-
hattan, S2 will stand in stark contrast to old ways of using 
energy. A vegetative green screen surrounding S2 will bring 
nature to a barren waterfront. Green features will be show-
cased through cutaways and transparent walls so visitors 
can experience and visualize an ecologically-sound built en-
vironment. Photovoltaic modules are spaced to enable visi-
tors below to view the roof when standing outside as well 
as directly under it. The green screen wrapped around upper 
level, questions the boundary between natural and construc-
ted. A visual connection to the water on the lower level 
serves programmatic, functional and aesthetic desires. A re-
constructed wetland demonstrates the original landscape.

Solar 2: view from East River with New York skyline and Stuyvesant Cove Park (part of Solar 2).

Eco-basement exhibit.

Eco-apartment exhibit.

Solar 2: building organization.

Green roof under solar roof.

Ramp to photovoltaic roof.

Solar 2 plan: three views.

Solar 2 Green Energy, Arts and Educational Center: front entry, café and stage.

85kWh photovoltaic integrated roof.Light, ventilation and electricity.

The unique strength of the “Solar 2” Green Energy, Arts and Education Center project will be its tremendous impact on public 
awareness concerning sustainable development in general, and sustainable construction in particular. The zero net-energy 
facility to be realized on a “brownfi eld” waterfront site in downtown Manhattan will be the fi rst carbon-neutral building in 
the City of New York, producing all the energy it uses. Therefore, it will become a landmark and a symbol of the city’s commit-
ment to energy independence and environmental sustainability. 

The elegant building enclosed in a green envelope will convincingly demonstrate, at the very limits of what is possible, the 
actual state-of-the-art with regard to the use of sustainable materials, photovoltaic technology, geothermal exchange wells, 
natural lighting and ventilation. All the technical features will be shown and explained in a public exhibition. Through a high-
ly-sophisticated monitoring system the effects of the different technologies as well as of the impacts of the surrounding 
conditions will be made visible. In addition, the interplay between our everyday choices and behavior and the consumption 
of energy and resource will be exhibited. Public stakeholders will be enticed to visit the “Solar 2” center by various cultural 
activities such as free art, dance and music performances. All in all, an extremely effective and easily transferable way to com-
municate to people how one might personally contribute to the solution of future energy and climatic challenges.
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